DẤU ĐỐ

HỌC SINH LUẬU Ý:

🌟 LÀM BÀI “TEST 1” RA GIẤY ĐỜI HOẶC IN BÀI “TEST 1” VÀ LÀM TRỰC TIẾP TRÊN BÀN IN (KHI ĐI HỌC NỘP LẠI CHO GIÁO VIÊN CHẨM LÃY ĐIỂM 15 PHÚT)

🌟 LÀM BÀI “TEST 2” VÀO VỞ BÀI TẬP HOẶC IN BÀI “TEST 2” VÀ LÀM TRỰC TIẾP TRÊN BÀN IN

🌟 Có gì không hiểu các em liên hệ giáo viên bộ môn để được HƯỚNG DẪN.
I. Choose the correct answer (5ms)
1. She arrives ___________ a farm.
   A. In  B. on  C. at  D. to
2. Shoulders are ___________ of the body.
   A. parts  B. small  C. big  D. one
3. Would you like ____________ chicken?
   A. some  B. any  C. many  D. an
4. I don’t like __________ milk coffee.
   A. ice  B. big  C. thin  D. iced
5. Our roads are dangerous ___________
   A. street  B. signs  C. places  D. work
6. He loads the truck ________ vegetables.
   A. with  B. for  C. on  D. at
7. His ___________ are small.
   A. nose  B. face  C. teeth  D. A&B
8. Tam has a small nose but his brother has a ___________ one.
   A. small  B. weak  C. thin  D. big
9. ________ you read? Yes, I can.
   A. Can  B. Do  C. Would  D. Are
10. ________ does she feel now? She is ________.
    A. What/hot  B. How/ hot  C. How/feel  D. How/feeling

II. Use the correct form of the word given in each sentence. (3ms)
1. Na is very __________. She wants to have some rice with fried chicken. (hunger)
2. What is Mrs. Ngoc’s __________ vegetables? (favor)
3. Brush your __________ carefully after every meals. (tooth)
4. It’s __________ to eat fruit and exercise every day. (health)
5. I am very __________ now. (thirst)
6. She kicks the ball with her right __________. (feet)

III. Rewrite (2ms)
1. Thanh would like to eat sandwich. → Thanh________________
2. What does Nam want? → What________________?
3. My mother has big black eyes. → My mother’s________________
4. I want some orange juice. → I ________________
TEST 2 (UNIT 9-10)

I. Choose the correct answer (3ms)
1. I have ___________ books.
   A. blue small   B. round small   C. small blue   D. blue big
2. Is her face round _____ oval?
   A. and   B. or   C. with   D. A&B
3. She is a gymnast. She is not _______. She is light and strong.
   A. young   B. old   C. tall   D. heavy
4. Would you like _______ tea?
   A. any   B. a   C. some   D. many
5. He drives taxi. He is a ____________
   A. taxi drive   B. driver taxi   C. taxi driver   D. taxi driving
6. Old people often have ________ hair.
   A. white   B. grey   C. yellow   D. big

II. Use the correct form of the word given in each sentence. (3ms)
1. Miss Chi is a __________________, she is very tall and light. (gymnastics)
2. I’d like a glass of __________________. (lemon)
3. Her __________________ are white and clean. (tooth)
4. My __________________ drink is lemonade. (favor)
5. Mrs. Hoa’s house is not far from the office, so she often goes to work on
   ___________. (feet)
6. Regular exercise is good for your __________________. (unhealthy)

III. Rewrite (4ms)
1. What do you want?
   → What ____________________________?
2. My mother has long black hair.
   → My mother’s __________________________
3. What would Nam like?
   → What ____________________________?
4. She would like a dozen eggs.
   → She ____________________________.